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Two natural functions from the hyperspace 2 x into the hyperspace C(C(X)) for an arbitrary 
metric continuum X are studied in this paper. Some characterizations of smoothness, local 
connectedness, connectedness im kleinen and of the property of Kelley of a continuum X are 
obtained in terms of continuity of these functions or their restrictions. 
upper (lower) semicontinuous function 
1. Introduction 
Goodykoontz has considered in [2] two functions f;g: 2x + C(X) defined 
by f(A)=n{K~c(x):AcK} and g(A)=n{KEC(X):AcintK} for a 
hereditarily unicoherent continuum X. The function g is also known in the literature 
under the name of the Jones function K (see [7, p. 3731) which is defined by the 
same formula for arbitrary continua (not necessarily being hereditarily unicoherent). 
In this paper we define similar functions F,G: 2x+ C(C(X)) by F(A)= 
{K E C(X): AC K} and G(A) = cl{K E C(X): AC int K} for an arbitrary con- 
tinuum X. We prove some general properties of these functions, their connections 
with Goodykoontz functions f and g, and we characterize smoothness, local con- 
nectedness, connectedness im kleinen and the property of Kelley of a continuum 
in terms of continuity of the functions or their restrictions. Some of them are 
analogues for F and G (and therefore for all continua, not necessarily hereditarily 
unicoherent) of results in [2]. 
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2. Preliminaria 
All spaces considered in this paper are assumed to be metric continua. 
Given a continuum X with a metric d, we denote by 2x the space of all nonempty 
closed subsets of X equipped with the Hausdorff distance; C(X) is a subspace of 
2x consisting of all nonempty subcontinua of X, and C’(X) means C(C(X)). We 
use symbols dist and Dist for Hausdorff distance in 2x and C’(X) respectively. 
Let X be a continuum and let p E X. We accept the following notation: 2,” = 
{A E 2x : p E A} and C( p, X) = {A E C(X): p E A}. Moreover, given a natural number 
n we denote by F,,(X) the subspace of 2x consisting of all at most n-point subsets 
of X; in particular, F,(X) is homeomorphic (even isometric) to X. We put also 
F,(~,X)={AEF,,(X): PEA}. 
Given a continuum X we let cl A denote the closure, and int A denote the interior 
of a subset A c X. Further, we denote by N(A, E) the .s-neighbourhood of A c X. 
If a sequence of subsets A, c X is given, we define p E Ls, A, provided that there 
exists a subsequence {A,,}~=‘=, with points pnk E A,, such that {p,,,}~=, converges to 
p; and p E Li, A,, provided that there is a sequence of points pn E A, which converges 
to p. If Ls, A,, = Li, A,, = A, then the sequence is said to be convergent to A, and 
we write A = Lim, A,,. Recall that the definition of convergence in 2x coincides with 
one in the sense of the Hausdorff metric dist. 
A continuum is said to be hereditarily unicoherent if the intersection of any two 
of its subcontinua is connected. 
Given two spaces (X, d) and (Y, d’), and a point X~E X, a (set-valued) function 
f: X + 2 y is said to be: 
_ lower semicontinuous (1.s.c.) at x0 provided for every E >O there exists a 6>0 
such that for every point x E X with d(x, x0) < 6 and for every y E f(xJ we can 
find z E f(x) with d’(y, z) < E; 
- upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) at x0 provided for every E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 
such that for every point x E X with d(x, x,) < S and for every z E-~(X) we can 
find y E f(xo) with d’(y, z) < s; 
- continuous at x0 provided it is both 1.s.c. and U.S.C. at x0. 
We shall say that f: X + 2y is 1.s.c. (u.s.c., continuous) if it is such at each point 
of x. 
Recall that the following equivalences hold in which {x,}~=r denotes any sequence 
of points of X converging to x0: 
(1) 1.s.c. of the function f at x0 is equivalent to the condition f(xo) c Li, f(x,,); 
(2) U.S.C. of the function f at x0 is equivalent to Ls”f(x,,) c f(xo); 
(3) continuity of the function f at x0 is equivalent to Lim, f(x,) = f(xo). 
3. General properties 
Note that the sets F(A) and G(A) as defined in Section 1 are compact and arcwise 
connected, and so they are really elements of C’(X). 
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Now we shall study some continuity properties of functions F and G. 
Proposition 3.1. The function F is U.S.C. 
Proof. Let A,, + A be an arbitrary convergent sequence with A,, A E 2x. We have 
to prove 
v F(A,) c F(A). (1) 
So let K E Ls, F(A,). Then, by the definition of Ls, there exist a subsequence 
{A,,,}~=‘=, and a sequence {K,,}~=I with K,,k E F(A,,) such that K,,+ K. Note 
that A,, = K,, and K,, are continua by the definition of F, whence 
A = Limk A,, c Limk K,, = K which means that K E F(A). So inclusion (1) 
holds. Cl 
Proposition 3.2. The function G is 1.s.c. 
Proof. Let A,, + A be an arbitrary convergent sequence with A,, A E 2x. We have 
to prove 
G(A) = Li G(A,). (2) n 
So let K E G(A). By the definition of G there exists a sequence of continua 
K, + K with A c int K, for m E {1,2,. . .}. Thus, for any fixed m and for almost 
all n, we have A, c int K,, i.e., K, E G(A,), and hence K, E Li, G(A,). By compact- 
ness of Li, G(A,) we have K = Lim, K, E Li, G(A,) and so (2) is shown. 0 
Theorems we shall now prove show that results obtained in this paper generalize 
some of [2]. Namely we have 
Theorem 3.3. Let a continuum X be hereditarily unicoherent, and let A E 2x. Then the 
function F is continuous at A if and only if the function f is continuous at A. 
Proof. Assume f is continuous at A. Let {A,}~=:=, be a sequence of points of 2x 
converging to A. By Proposition 3.1 we have only to show 
F(A) c Li F(A,). (3) n 
Take KEF(A), i.e., AcK~C(X),andput B,=A,uA for n~{1,2 ,... }. Note 
that B, + A, and, by assumption, f (B,) + f (A). Thus K u f (B,) are continua belong- 
ing to F(A,) and converging to K, whence K E Li, F(A,). So inclusion (3) is 
satisfied. 0 
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To prove the converse implication, assume F is continuous at A, and {A,,}Z=, is 
a sequence of points of 2x converging to A. By Lemma 1 of [2, p. 21 the function 
f is 1.s.c. and it is enough to show 
vf(A&f(A). (4) 
By assumption we have f(A) E F(A) = Lim, F(A,), so there are continua K, 
belonging to F(A,) and converging to f(A). Note that K,, as continua containing 
A,, contain f(A,,), whence f(A) = Lim, K, =I lim, f(A,,), and (4) is satisfied. 0 
A connection between the functions G, g and F (for hereditarily unicoherent 
continua, of course) is shown in the following proposition, which will be used in 
the sequel. 
Proposition 3.4. Let a continuum X be hereditarily unicoherent and let A E 2x. Then 
G(A) = FMA)). (5) 
Proof. Let K E G(A). Then there exists a sequence K, + K with A c int K,, hence 
g(A)c K, which implies g(A)c Lim, K, = K, i.e., KE F(g(A)), and so one 
inclusion of (5) holds. 
Conversely, assume K E F( g( A)), i.e., g(A)c K. Note that the sequence 
{g(cl N(A, l/n))}~=, is converging to g(A) and therefore the sequence of continua 
of the form K u g(c1 N(A, l/n)) converges to K. All these continua contain A in 
their interiors, so they are elements of G(A), and K, as their limit, belongs to G(A), 
too. So the other inclusion of (5) is shown and the proof is co,mplete. 0 
Theorem 3.5. Let a continuum X be hereditarily unicoherent and let A E 2x. Then the 
function G is continuous at A if and only if the function g is continuous at A. 
Proof. Assume g is continuous at A. To prove continuity of G at A it is enough, 
by Proposition 3.2, to show that G is U.S.C. at A. Assume A,, + A with A,, A E 2x. 
By Proposition 3.4 we have Ls, G(A,) = Ls, F(g(A,)), and, by Proposition 3.1, 
Ls, F(g(A,))c F(g(A))= G(A), so G is U.S.C. at A and thus one implication 
follows. 
To prove the converse one assume the function G is continuous at A E 2x, and 
{A,}FzP=, is an arbitrary convergent to A sequence of closed subsets of X. It follows 
from Proposition 3.4 that g(A,) E G(A,) for all n E {1,2,. . .}. Let {g(A,,)}?=, be 
an arbitrary convergent subsequence of {g(A,)}~zI. By continuity of G we have 
Limkg(A,,) E Limk G(A,,) = G(A), and thus Limk g(A,,) 2 g(A). Observe that the 
inclusion Limk g(A,,) c g(A) is a consequence of U.S.C. of the function g [2, Lemma 
2, p. 51, and so we have Limk g(A,,) = g(A). Thus the sequence {g(A,)}~=, converges 
to g(A) and the proof is complete. 0 
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Theorem 3.6. Let X be an arbitrary continuum and let A E 2*. Then F is continuous 
at A ifand only ifF(A) = G(A). 
Proof. Suppose F is continuous at A, and let K E F(A). We shall show now that 
K E G(A). Consider a sequence {cl N(A, l/n)}z=r and observe cl N(A, l/n) + A, 
and thus by assumption of continuity of F we have F(c1 N(A, I/n))+ F(A). So, 
for n E {1,2,. . .}, there are continua K, E F(c1 N(A, l/n)) converging to K. Observe 
that A c int K, for all n E { 1,2,. . .} and therefore K E G(A) by the definition of G. 
So F(A)c G(A). The inverse inclusion follows from the definitions. 
Conversely, assume F(A) = G(A), and let A, + A. By Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 
we have Ls, F(A,) c F(A) = G(A) c Li, G(A,) c Li, F(A,) c Ls, F(A,), and hence 
F is continuous. 0 
Corollary 3.7. Let A E 2x. If F is continuous at A, then G is continuous at A. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.2 it is enough to show that G is U.S.C. Let A, -+ A with 
A,, E 2x. By the definitions and by Theorem 3.6 we have Ls, G(A,) c Ls, F(A,) = 
F(A) = G(A) which finishes the proof. q 
Remark3.8. The converse to Corollary 3.7 is false as it can be seen by Example 1 
of [2, p. 41 using Theorems 3.3 and 3.5. 
Theorem 3.9. Let A E 2* be given. If the restriction GI F,(X): F,(X) + C’(X) is 
continuous at each singleton {x} E F,(X) for every x E A, ,then the function G is 
continuous at A. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.2 it is enough to prove U.S.C. of G at A. Let A, + A be an 
arbitrary convergent sequence with A, E 2x. Take a continuum K E Ls, G(A,). We 
have to show K E G(A), i.e., that given any E > 0, there is a continuum L such that 
A c int L and dist(K, L) < F. So let E > 0 be given. By the definitions of Ls and of 
the function G there is a subsequence {A,,,}:=, such that K = Limk K,,, where Knk 
are continua satisfying A,, c int K,,. Passing to the limit we have AC K. Take an 
arbitrary point x E A and note that there is a sequence x,, + x with x,,~ E A,, c int K,,. 
Thus the definition of G gives K E LsL G({x~~}). By the assumption we have 
Lsk G({xn,l) = Limk G({x,,t) = G({xl), which implies K E G({x}). Hence there 
exists a continuum K(x) such that x E int K(x) and dist( K, K(x)) < $e. Putting 
L = K u cl(U {K(x): x E A}) we can see L is a continuum satisfying all the required 
conditions. So the proof is complete. 0 
Corollary 3.10. 7’he function G is continuous if and only if the restriction 
GI F,(X): F,(X)+ C’(X) is continuous. 
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By Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.10 we obtain a stronger version of Theorem 7 
of [2, p. 61. Namely we have 
Corollary 3.11. For a hereditarily unicoherent continuum X continuity of the function 
g is equivalent to continuity of the restriction g 1 F,(X). 
Indeed, continuity of g is equivalent, by Theorem 3.5, to one of G, which is in 
turn equivalent to continuity of G] F,(X) by Corollary 3.10. Now equivalence 
between continuity of G ( F,(X) and of g 1 F,(X) can be proved exactly in the same 
way as it was done in Theorem 3.5 for the functions G and g. 
4. Smoothness 
A continuum X is said to be smooth at a point p E X provided that for every 
point x E X, for every sequence of points x, E X converging to x and for every 
continuum K containing p and x there are continua K, containing the points p 
and x, respectively (where n E {1,2,. . .}) such that K = Lim, K, [6, p. 811. 
Proposition 4.1. A continuum X is smooth at a point p E X if and only if the restriction 
F 1 F2( p, X) : F2( p, X) + C’(X) is continuous. 
Really, both implications are easy consequences of the definitions. 
Proposition 4.2. If a continuum X is smooth at p, then for each A E 2,” the function 
F is continuous at A. 
Proof. Let A E 2;. By Proposition 3.1 it suffices to show that F is 1.s.c. at A. Let 
E > 0 and let K E F(A). By Proposition 4.1, F 1 F2( p, X) is uniformly continuous. 
Hence, there exists 6 > 0 such that whenever P, Q E F2( p, X), dist( P, Q) < 6, and 
K, E F(P), there exists L, E F(Q) such that dist( K,, L,) < 4~. Let B E 2x such that 
dist(A, B) < 6, let x E B, and let y E A such that d(x, y) < 6. Then {p, x}, {p, y} E 
F2( p, X), dist({p, x}, {p, y}) < 6, and K E F({ p, y}). Hence, there exists L, E 
F({p, x}) such that dist(K, L,) <$e. Let L=cl(U {L,: XE B}). Then LE F(B) and 
dist(K, L) G ie < F. Hence, F is 1.s.c. at A. 0 
Proposition 4.3. Let a continuum X and a point p E X be given. If the function F is 
continuous at each continuum K E C(p, X), then the continuum X is smooth at p. 
Proof. Take an arbitrary continuum K E C(p, X), a point x E K, and a sequence of 
points {x,}~=~ converging to x. Putting A, = K u {x,} for n E {1,2,. . .} we can see 
that A, + K, and hence, by continuity of F at K, we can find a sequence of continua 
{Kn}z=, with K, E F(A,) converging to the continuum K. We can see that x,, p E K, 
and all conditions in the definition of smoothness are satisfied. 0 
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Taking together the results contained in Propositions 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 we obtain 
Theorem 4.4. The following conditions are equivalent for a continuum X and a point 
pEx: 
(i) X is smooth at p; 
(ii) for each A E 2,” the function F is continuous at A; 
(iii) for each K E C(p, X) the function F is continuous at K; 
(iv) the restriction F) F2( p, X) is continuous. 
Corollary 4.5. 7’he following conditions are equivalent for a continuum X: 
(i) X is locally connected; 
(ii) the function F is continuous; 
(iii) for a given n 2 2 .the restriction F 1 F,(x) is continuous; 
(iv) the restriction F 1 F2(X) is continuous. 
In fact, X is locally connected if and only if it is smooth at each of its points 
(see [6, (3.3), p. 841). 
The reader can find other conditions (v)-(vii) equivalent to (i)-(iv) of Corollary 
4.5 in Corollary 5.7 of the next section. 
Remark4.6. In Section 6 we shall show that condition n 2 2 in (iii) of Corollary 
4.5 is important, i.e., continuity of the restrictions FJ F,(X) or F\ C(X) are really 
weaker conditions than local connectedness of X. 
5. Connectedness im kleinen 
Let us recall that a continuum X is said to be connected im kleinen at a point 
PE X provided that there exists a local base at p composed of connected (not 
necessarily open) neighbourhoods of p, or-equivalently-if the point p has a local 
base composed of continua. 
In this section we shall show some facts on relations between connectedness im 
kleinen of 2x and continuity of the function F. 
Theorem 5.1. Let K E C(X). Then 2x is connected im kleinen at K if and only if the 
function F is continuous at K. 
Proof. Assume 2x is connected im kleinen at K. To deduce continuity of F at K 
it is enough, by Proposition 3.1, to show that F is 1.s.c. at K. 
So let E >O be given. By [l, Theorem 1, p. 3881 there exists a continuum M 
satisfying dist(K, M) < e and K_c int M, hence there exists a number 6 > 0 such 
that a S-neighbourhood U of K is contained in M. To prove that F is 1.s.c. it is 
enough to construct for every A E 2x with dist(A, K) < 6 and for every C E F(K) 
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a continuum LE F(A) such that dist( C, L) < E. So let A E 2x with dist(A, K) < 6 
and C E F(K). Then A c U c M and L = M u C satisfies all the required conditions. 
Now assume F is continuous at K E C(X) and E > 0 is given. By [ 1, Theorem 1, 
p. 3881 we can find a continuum L with dist(K, L) < E and containing K in its 
interior. Continuity of F at K means that there exists a number 6 > 0 such that for 
A E 2x with dist(A, K) < S we have Dist(F(A), F(K)) < E. Putting A = cl N(K, $5) 
we can see that there exists an element L of F(A) with dist(K, L) < E. Then the 
continuum L satisfies all the required conditions. 0 
Condition (iii) of Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 5.1 give 
Corollary 5.2. A continuum X is smooth at a point p E X if and only if 2x is connected 
im kleinen at each continuum to which p belongs. 
The assumption that K is a continuum (i.e. connectedness of the mentioned 
set K) cannot be omitted as we can see by 
Example 5.3. Let H be the harmonic fan with the top p and let x be the other 
end-point of the limit arc. So H is smooth at p, while 2x is not connected im kleinen 
at {p, x} (see [l, Theorem 4, p. 393 and Corollary 1, p. 3891). However the function 
F is continuous at {p, x} according to (ii) of Theorem 4.4. 
Corollary 5.4. A continuum X is connected im kleinen at a point p E X if and only if 
the function F is continuous at {p}. 
Indeed, a continuum X is connected im kleinen at p if and only if 2x is connected 
im kleinen at {p} (see [l, Corollary 1, p. 3891. 
Corollary 5.5. (cf. [6, (3.2), p. 841). Smoothness of a continuum X at a point p imphes 
connectedness im kleinen of X at p. 
Corollary 5.4 may be strengthened as follows: 
Proposition 5.6. A continuum X is connected im kleinen at a point p E X if and only 
if the restriction F 1 Fz( p, X) is continuous at {p}. 
Proof. If the continuum is connected im kleinen at p then, by Corollary 5.4, the 
function F is continuous at {p}, and thus the restriction is, too. 
Assume the restriction is continuous. Given any E >O we have to construct a 
continuum C containing the point p in its interior and contained in an E-neighbour- 
hood of p. It follows from continuity of the restriction F 1 F2( p, X) at {p} that for 
every E > 0 there exists a S > 0 such that for every x E X with d (p, x) < 6 there is 
a continuum Lx E F({p, x}) contained in the $c-neighbourhood of p. Put C = 
cl(lJ {Lx: x E X with d( p, x) < S}). So we can see C is a continuum containing the 
open &ball with the centre p and contained in the closure of the $-ball about p. 
Thus the proof is complete. 0 
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As a supplement of the characterization of local connectedness discussed in 
Corollary 4.5 we have 
Corollary 5.7. Conditions (i)-(iv) of Corollary 4.5 are equivalent to: 
(v) the function F is continuous at each point of the set F,(X); 
(vi) the restriction FI F,(X) IS continuous at each point of the set F,(X); 
(vii) for every point p E X the restriction F[ F,(p, X) is continuous at {p}. 
Indeed, a continuum is locally connected if and only if it is connected im kleinen 
at each of its points. 
Using 3.6 we obtain 
Corollary 5.8. Each of conditions (i)-(vii) of Corollaries 4.5 and 5.7 implies F(A) = 
G(A) for all A E 2x, and hence it implies continuity of the function G. 
Now return to Theorem 5.1. One implication of the theorem is true without the 
assumption that K is a continuum. Precisely we have 
Theorem 5.9. If 2x is connected im kleinen at a set A E 2x, then the function F is 
continuous at A. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1, it suffices to show that F is 1.s.c. at A. Let E >O and 
C E F(A) be given. Since 2 x is connected im kleinen at A, there exist 6 > 0 
and a continuum J% in 2x such that A E {B E 2x: dist(A, B) < 6) c JZ c 
{BEZ~: dist(A, I?)<$&}. Let DEAL such that dist(A,D)<& Put L=U{Bu C: 
BE~}.SinceAE~andAcCwehaveCE{BuC:BE~}.Since{BuC:BE~} 
is a continuous image of Ju, it follows from [S, 1.2, p. 231 that LE C(X). Then 
LE F(D). Furthermore, since dist(B u C, C) <;E for each BE J%, we have 
dist(C, L)~$E < E. Hence, F is 1.s.c. at A. 
Remark 5.10. The converse to Theorem 5.9 is false as can be seen by Example 5.3. 
6. The property of Kelley and homogeneity 
Recall that a continuum X has the property of Kelley at a point x E X provided 
thatforeach&>Othereisa6>OsuchthatifyEX,d(x,y)<6andxEKEC(X), 
then there is a continuum L with y E L and dist( K, L) < E (see [5, 3.2, p. 261). If X 
has the property at each of its points, we say X has the property of Kelley. 
We prove 
Theorem 6.1. The following conditions ure equivalent for a continuum X and a point 
pEx: 
(i) X has the property of Kelley at p; 
(ii) the restriction F 1 F,(X) is continuous at {p}; 
(iii) the restriction FI C(X) . IS continuous at each continuum containing p. 
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Proof. The equivalence (i)e(ii) is a reformulation of Theorem 2.2 of [S, p. 2921, 
and the implication (iii)+(ii) is trivial. We prove (i)+(iii). By Proposition 3.1 it 
is enough to show that F] C(X) is 1.s.c. at a given continuum C E C( p, X). So let 
E > 0 be given; take 6 > 0 as in the definition of the property of Kelley. For every 
M E C(X) with dist( C, M) < 6 and for every K E F(C) n C(X) we have to construct 
L E F(M) n C(X) with dist(K, L) < F. So let M and K be as above. Since p E C 
and dist( C, M) < 6, we can find q E M with d( p, q) < 6. By the property of Kelley 
there is a continuum L’ with q E L’ and dist( K, L’) < E. Now L = M u L’ satisfies all 
the required conditions. 17 
Corollary 6.2. The following conditions are equivalent for a continuum X: 
(i) X has the property of Kelley; 
(ii) the restriction FI F,(X) is continuous; 
(iii) the restriction F 1 C(X) is continuous. 
Recall that continuity of the function F implies one of G (see Corollary 3.7) and 
that continuity of G is equivalent to one of G] F,(X) (see Corollary 3.10). So a 
natural question arises concerning relations between continuity of G and of 
FI F,(X). It can easily be observed from the example of the harmonic fan H that 
the restriction F I F,(X) is continuous by Corollary 6.2, while the function G is not. 
So continuity of F I F,(X) does not imply one of G. To see the inverse implication 
does not hold we consider the following: 
Example6.3. First, modify the well-known sin l/x curve in such a way that every 
second fold is shortened to half of its height. Thus we get a continuum which is a 
compactification of a half-ray with the closed segment as the reminder, and which 
does not have the property of Kelley. Next, replace the half-ray by the Cartesian 
product of a half-ray and the Cantor set. The function G considered for this example 
is continuous using Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.11 but the continuum does not 
have the property of Kelley. 
Observe that for indecomposable continua the function G is constant, hence 
continuous (since each proper subcontinuum has empty interior). We prove con- 
tinuity of G for another class, namely for homogeneous continua. 
Recall that a continuum X is said to be homogeneous provided for each two 
points p, q E X there is a homeomorphism h : X + X such that h(p) = q. It is known 
that homogeneous continua have the property of Kelley (see [8, (2.5), p. 2931). 
Theorem 6.4. Let a continuum X be homogeneous. Then the function G is continuous. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.2 and Corollary 3.10 it is enough to show that the restriction 
G] F,(X) is U.S.C. 
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Let {x,}~==, be any sequence of points of X tending to a point x E X. We have to 
show 
L,” G({xA) = G({x)). (6) 
Let a continuum K belongs to Ls, G({x,}). Then there exist a subsequence {x,,}~=, 
of the sequence {x,}~=, and continua K,, satisfying x,,~ E int K,, and K,, + K. By 
[3, Lemma 3, p. 4271 there is a sequence of homeomorphisms h,, : X + X satisfying 
h,,(x,,) =x and converging to the identity. Then the sequence of continua 
{h,,(K,,,))E, converges to K and x E int h,,(K,,) for k E {1,2,. . .}. So K E G({x}) 
by the definition of the function G and hence (6) follows. 0 
Remark6.5. Observe that by Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.11 continuity of G is 
equivalent, for hereditarily unicoherent continua X, to one of gl F,(X). Continuity 
of gl F,(X) for homogeneous continua X has been shown by Jones in [4, Theorem 
1, p. 7361. In fact, Jones has proved more, namely that the function K 1 F,(X), which 
is equal to g 1 F,(X) for hereditarily unicoherent continua X is continuous if X is 
homogeneous. 
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